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A simulation study wos undertaken to evaluate two ttme-h_sed self-spacing teoh-j. niques for In-trail following durlnq terminal-area-approach operatione. The tests
i were conducted in a flxed-base cockpit simulator configured as a current-generation
transport aircraft. _l electronic traffic display was provided in the weather radar-
" scol_ location. The self-spacing cues displayed on the electronic traffic display
allowed the pilot of the simulated aircraft to follow end to maintain spacing on
another aircraft which was being vectored by air traffic control (ATC) for landing ina high-density terminal area environment° Separation performance data and pilot
!i subjective ratings and comments were obtained during tilestudy.
i Right unique approaches representative of the aircraft vectoring used at
Stap1eton International Airport in Denver, Colorado, were flown and recorded in the
slmulator for use as target alrcraft, The test subjects flew approaches following
each of these prerecorded targets using constant-tlme-predlctor and constant-time-
delay spacing display formats. These tlme-based self-apaclng techniques provided a
spacing distance which was increasingly compressed as both aircraft descended and
decelerated during the approach. In addition, the target aircraft left a trail of
past-positlon dots on the electronic traffic display of the pilot's aircraft, which
described the horizontal path for the pilot to follow°
Results of the study indicate that the information provided on the trafflo dis-
play was adequate for the test subjects to accurately follow the approach @ath of
another aircraft without the assistance of ATC° Pilot co_tments indicate that the
workload associated with the self-separatlon task was high. Location of the traffic
dlsplay in the weather radarscope poaitlon and the sensitive manual control system of
the simulator contributed to the hlgh-workload condition. Pilot comments further
indicate that additional spacing command information and/or aircraft autopilot
functions would be desirable for operations! implementation of the self-spaclng task.
Analysis of the separation performst_ce data revea].ed some significant differ-
encee between the ¢onstant-tlme-predictor and constant-time-delay spacing techniques°
The spacing cue implemented for the constant-tlme-delay spacing technique produced a
eigniflcantll, lower dispersion in dlaplayed spacing error. Actual spacing accuracy,
measured in terms of deviations from ideal spacing, was not significantly different
for the two spacing techniques. The constant-tlme-predlctor technique exhibited the
inherent problem of requiring the pilot's aircraft to fly an overall slower profile
than the lead aircraft. For the particular profiles flown in this study, the
constant-tlme-predlctor runs averaged 10 sac longer than the same run_ using constant
time delay,
INTRODUCTION
The combination of air traffic demands and airport capacity limitations has
resulted in costly delay, in take-off and _andlng for aircraft end in high workload
levels for air traffle controllers° Solutions to these problems are necessary in
order to improve controller productivity and to allow for the future growth of the
air transportation system projected by the Federal Aviation Administration. One
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method which has been cited as a pnseible means to reduce controller workload and to
improve airport capacity is to all¢_ greater participation of pilots in the air traf-
fic control (ATC) process,
The concept of cockpit display of traffic information (CDTI) has the potsntial
for providing the pilot with the traffic information necessary to perform some ATC
functions. Previous studies involving airborne traffic displays have identified many
areas where active use of CI}TI may have beneficial applications (ref, I), Pilot
control of in-trail spacing during approach to landing has been suggested as a means
to increase airport capacity by reducing the dispersion in aircraft spacing at the
runway threshold. Addition of spacing information to the CDTI gives the pilot the
capability to perform the in-trall spacing task. The nature of this display informa-
tion, the pilot's ability to successfully use the display to perform the spacing
task, and the resulting effects on overall system efficiency and safety are subjects
of continuing research.
The primary objective of this study was to evaluate two tlme-based self-spacing
techniques used during approach to landing operations in a hlgh-density terminal area
environment. The spacing techniques were chosen to provide a naturally compressing
spacing interval as the aircraft decelerated during the approach. Tee primary pilot
task was to maintain the specified spacing interval behind a lead aircraft which was
being vectored to the landing runway by ground ATC. Pilot performance in maintaining
precise spacing intervals as well as subjective analysis of the workload associated
with the self-spaclng task were principal measures in the evaluation,
RESEARCH SYSTEM
Simulator Description
This study was conducted with a flxed-base cockpit simulator configured as a
conventional, two-englne Jet transport aircraft (fig. !)o The four throttle controls
present in the cockpit were mechanically pinned together in pairs to represent the
two-englne configuration° The aircraft dynamics modeled for the simulation were
those of a Boeing 737. Nonlinear aerodynamic data and atmospheric effects were
included in _e simulation model. _he host computer for the simulation was a CDC ®
CYBEE 175 system, which contained the aircraft dynamics, navigation, and flight-
director algorithms. Conventional navigation instruments, which included horizontal-
situation indicators, flight director, and distance measuring equipment (DME), were
provided in the cockpit. Flight instrumentation consisted of standard instruments
required for manual flight control_ however, no autopilot or automatic fllght-,:ontrol
systems were provided to the pilot, In addition, no attempt was made to duplicate
any specific aircraft cockpit configuration or control-force-feel characteristics.
Traffic C_neratlon Scheme
The displayed traffic was generated from data previously recorded using the
Langley Flight Simulation Compt_ting subsystem. Specifically, the traffic data were
created by using a capability of the piloted simulation wherein flights were made
along various routes that corresponded to the airway structure prescribed by the test
_icenarlos, These individual flights were recorded and then merged into a set of data
_lat was correlated for position and time. The output of these merged data was the
representation of numerous airplanes following several flight paths, A description
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of the actual traffic scenarios used in this study is contained in the "Air _afflc
Bcenarlo" eaotlon.
•XPRRZH_IqT DRSCRZPTZON
CDTZ Description
The instrument used for the CDTI for this study was a monochrome, 875-line,
_ raster-scan cathode-ray tube (CRT) located behind the throttle quadrant as shown in
figure 1. This location corresponds to the normal location for a weather radar dis-
play on most conv_ntionally equipped transport aircraft. The CRT measured 10 in.
across the diagonal with a display area approximately 6 in. high by 6 in. wide used
for the CDTI information.
The traffic information was presented on this display in a horizontal plan view
superimposed on a map display. The map information provided simplified route struc-
ture and navigation way points for the approach patterns to runway 26L at Stapleton
International Airport in Denver, Colorado (fig. 2). A solid line was drawn from an
entry corner post toward Denver VORTAC to indicate the initial approach radial that
the pilot's aircraft would be flying. Approach radials from the other three corner
posts were drawn as dashed lines to indicate alternate approaches that other aircraft
might be following. A second solid line was drawn along the extended centerline of
runway 26L, through the outer marker (LOM) and WATKI navigation way points, to high-
light the final approach path to the runway. In addition, short straight lines were
drawn on the display depicting the main runway complex at Stapleton. The map display
was oriented with the ground track of the pilot's aircraft being up, with apparent
continuous movement of th_ map information about a fixed own-alrcraft symbol. Six
map scales, ranging from q.0 to 32.0 n.mi./in., were available to and controllable by
the test subjects.
Figures 3(a) and 3(b) illustrate the CDTZ format as it appeared in the cockpit
for the two spacing techniques used in thl8 study. In these figures, the pllot's
aircraft is on a downwind segment of the approach, wlth the extended oenterllne of
runway _6L shown on the right side of the display. The runway complex Is located in
the lower rlght-hand corner of the display in these figures.
Traffic aircraft were displayed on the CDTI referenced to the map display.
Unlike the map, the traffic data were not updated continuously but at 4-sac intervals
to approximate the update interval for data obtained using a terminal area secondary
surveillance radar. Between updates, the traffic eymbology remained fixed on the
moving map and then Jumped to its new position at the update.
The traffic symbology was obtained from reference 2 and was the same as that
_i_ used in references 3 and 4. Figure 4 illustrates this sFmbology and the information
provided to th_ pilot concerning the aircraft traffic. Aircraft within _500 ft altl-
rude were considered "at" the altitude of the pilotts aircraft. The stralght-llne
trend vector on the traffic symbol indicated where move seathe traffic would in 60
at its current ground speed end heading. The alphanumeric date blocks provided idan-
tlflcatlon, beacon-reported pressure altitude, and grog'ted-speed information for the
traffic. The trend vectors end data blocks were Indelendently selectable by the test
subject at any time during a run. Selection of either option resulted in _hat option
appearlng for all the displayed traffic. The alphanumeric characters and the symbols
_ were of constant sizes independent of map scale. It should be noted that the sizes
of the alphanumerlc characters in the traffic data blocks were not the same as in
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references _ and 4, The numbers provlding the altitude and ground-speed information
were enlarged to facilitate readability, 9he traffic identifiers remalnad the
smaller _Ize in nrder to mlnimlze the overall dizplay clutter,
The lead aircraft, which the pilotts aircraft was instructed to follow, created
an additional display feature on the pilot's CDTI oonzlsting of a trail of position
dots indicating the land-aircraft ground-track history over a spaaified time inter-
val, The position dots represented _he Iocatlon of the lead aircraft at each 4-see
update for the pravlous 80-see time period, For the constant-time-delay spacing
ca_es, a straight line perpendlcular to the lead-alrcraft ground track was drawn
through the 80-sac-positlon dot on the lead-alrcraft trail to provide an easy refer-
ence 1_int for the self-spacing task, (See fig, 3(a),) A predictor vector extending
from the own-air_raft symbol provided the pilot with an indication of the ground
track his aircraft would follow at the current turn rata, The length of the vector
was based on the distance the pilot's aircraft would travel in 80 see at its currant
ground speed. For _e constant-time-predictor spacing cases, an arc was drawn at the
tip of the own-aircraft predictor vector for reference in performing the spacing
task. (See fig. 3(b).)
Air Traffic Scenario
_he air traffic approach patterns modeled in this study were based on typical
approach profiles used by Jet transport aircraft for landing at Stapleton
International Airport as of April 19810 As with other high-denslty terminal area
airports, Stapleton's capacity is llmited at peak periods, requiring flow control,
holding patterns, and high controller workload levels. Depending on wind and runway
configuration in use, under visual meteorological conditions (VMC} more than 70 air-
craft _r hour may enter the terminal area requiring individual altitude, speed, and
vectoring commands from the approach traffic controllers to land on two parallel
runways. Departures are typically handled on a cross runway and are generally not a
factor for approach-aircraft spacing,
Approach airspace in the Denver terminal area is divided into four approach
_',,rrldorsand a final approach zone, which surrounds the extended centerllne for the
p_imary landing runway. Figure 5 shows a claw of a horizontal slice of this
approach-alrspace configuration° A vertical slice of the overall approach airspace
is shown in figure 6. The accompanying table provides a brief description of the
five major airspace segments an aircraft will travel through during a typical
approach. It should be noted that separate air traffic controllers are responsible
for the aircraft in each _egment.
The "profile descent" referred to in figure 6 is a published descent procedure
which specifies altitude and airspeed boundaries the aircraft must observe at the
corner posts and inner way points along the approach. Once the aircraft has crossed
a corner post and is in approach control airspace, the profile descent clearance is
typically cancelled and the controller assumes "manual" control over the aircraft.
It 18 in this region (segment IIl of fig, 6) where the tzafflc streams from the four
I! corner posts must be funneled to the single final approach zone. Consequently,_. extensive speed control and radar v ctoring of ircraft are required to smoothly mesh
the arrival traffic. Even under visual conditions, aircraft are radar separated in
the approach corridors until they are merged into the final approach zone, where the
pilots assume visual separation responsihillty.
4
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_rafflc flow into Denver followa repeatable patterns with "ruah" periods of
acheduled airline traffic arriving at the name times each day, _pically, _maa rush
parlods conalat of long atraama of traffic arrlvinq at one or two of the _ornar posts
with only a mmall number of arrlvala using the other approach corridors, It in qulta
common for theaa atrea_Is of aircraft to stret0h wall into the mn route control sac-
torn with ae many as 20 aircraft lined up in trail. Under these clrcumetancea, the
speed of each aircraft is controlled and each aircraft Is vectored along a almilar
approach path.
For the purposes of thla study, eight unique approach profiles ware flown in the
simulator and recorded for use as traffic aircraft, These profiles represented the
four standard profiles from each corner post, as well as four extended profile pat-
terns modeled after techniques used by controllers for merging end spacing multiple
streams of traffic. Figure 7 shows the ground tracks of these eight traffic pro-
files. The solid lines arc the standard profiles, with the dashed lines being the
extended profiles. It should be noted that only the short profiles from the KIOWA
and KEANN corner posts were modified for the extended profiles. Extensions to the
long BYSON and DRAKO profiles would merely consist of extending the downwind segment
in a "tromhonlng" manner, with no significant difference in the profile. Eight
unique traffic scenarios were created by defining each traffic profile as the lead
aircraft to be followed by the test subjects and selecting three or four of the other
profiles to be included as background traffic. Tee ba_ground traffic profiles were
carefully merged with the lead aircraft profile to provide a realistic flow of the
traffic to final approach with minimum aircraft spacing at the runway threshold.
Departing aircraft traffic were not included in the simulated traffic scenarios.
Task Description
The basic piloting task in this study was a manual instrument approach into a
terminal area environment. The test subjects were instructed to follow and maintain
a specified separation on a lead aircraft which was being directed for landing by
typical altitude, speed, and vectoring instructions from ATC. The only instructions
the test subjects required from ATC were altitude clearances. The descriptions of
the piloting task, initial conditions, and specific ground rules provided to the test
subjects are given in appendix A. _ test subjects consisted of three NASA research
pilots and an Air Force research piA_ assigned to NASA Langley Research Center. All
test subjects had attended an airline training school and were experienced at flying
the Boeing 737 aircraft.
As described previously, the simulator used for this study was a flxed-base,
partlal-workload cockpit. It was, therefore, impossible to simulate the full-
workload environment associated with actual operations. Previous experience had
indicated that using the standard two-pilot crew in partlal-workload simulations of
this type resulted in unrealistically low workload levels. For _lie reason, a test
subject in this study was required to function essentially as a elngle pilot perform-
ing all declslon-maklng functions and traffic display monitoring while exercising
total manual control of the simulated aircraft. The only tasks not required of the
test subjects wets manual operation of landidg gear and flaps, tuning of radios to
proper navigation frequencies, and changes in traffic display formats. These func-
tions were performed by the test engineer at the verbal requests of the subject
pilot.
Air traffic control communications were simulated by having the test engineer
relay pertinent ATC commands to the test subjects. This was done by determining the
5
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elapsed time from the start of the simulation run until the lead aircraft would need
to receive a command from ATC, The times and events were tabulated and used by the
test engineer for relay to the test subject at the proper times during the run, 0ttly
AT instructions to the lead aircraft, as well as the subject pilot°s altitude clear-
ances, were relayed to the test subjects, This method was chosen as a oompromlse
between a full-party-l_ne _q simulation and not providing any information a_ all,
Spacing Criteria
The self-spaclng task for this study involved maintaining an indicated (dis-
played) spacing interval behind a lead aircraft throughout m_ approach to landing.
Selection of a suitable spacing criterion is critical to the successful implementa-
tion of such a task. The criterion must ensure safe separation throughout the
approach without excess separation, which would reduce the traffic flow rate into the !
terminal area. In addition, the display of the spacing criterion should be easy tc
implement and readily understood by the pilot. Finally, the spacing criterion must
be achievable within the maneuvering capabilities of the trailing aircraft, i
Past simulation studies involving CDTI self-spaclng tasks have typically used a
constant-distance criterion for spacing. This technique provides a representation of
the required spacing interval that is simple, direct, and easy to implement. The
major d_awback to eonstant-dletance spacing stems from the decaleratlng speed' pro-
files inherent to landing approach operations. In order to maintain • constant-
distance spacing interval, a trailing aircraft mast begin to decelerate at the same
time the lead aircraft starts to decelerate, kseuming both aircraft have the same
landing approach speed, the trailing aircraft will reach this speed at the same time
as the lead alrcraf_ but at a distance farther from the runway. This situation is
undesirable from an operational efficiency standpoint, since the trailing aircraft
would be required to lower flaps earller than desired, take longer to fly the same
approach, and therefore use more fuel. An obvlo_s solution might be to provide a
series of constant-distance spacing intervals which would allow a decrease in separa-
tion resulting from the deceleration profile of the lead aircraft. This becomes
difficult to implement and results in a spacing technique which is dependent on the
lead aircraft following a prescribed deceleration profile. For these reasons, it was
decided that constant-dlstance spacing techniques would not be suitable for the
approach profiles used in this study.
A time-based spacing criterion that has been used in prevloue self-spacing simu-
lation studies is the constant-time-predlctor technique. This technique accounts for
the deceleration of the approach speed profile by basing the required spacing inter-
val at any instant cn the current ground speed of the traillng aircraft multiplied by
a time constant. The time constant is chosen to provide a minimum safe separation
distance at the slowest speed the aircraft will be flying during the approach. This
technique is consistent with current electronic horlzontal-sltuatlon displays, which
! present tlme-based predictor vectors indicating where on the map display the aircraft
will be after a given time interval at the current ground speed. A possible drawback
to this spacing technique is the potential confusion resulting from the change in
_ length of the time-predlctor spacing vector on the CDTI as the ground speed of the
pilot's aircraft changes. FArller studies (e.g., ref. 5) have indicated no signlfl-cant problem with the constant-tlme-pre lctor spacing technique, so it was decided to
evaluate this technique further in thl8 study.
The second tlme-based spacing criterion used in thle etu3y is referred to as the
constant-time-delay technique. This concept essentially provides the pilot with a
Ii 6
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moving reference mark which defines the desired horimontal location of his aircraft
at any qiven time. The reference mark la a repreaentatlon of where the leading air-
craft had been located on the horizontal map a constant time interval earlier, _n
affect, by following thla moving reference, the pilot's aircraft tracks the same
speed profile as the lead alrcraft with a time delay in deceleration equal to the
selected constant-tlme-delay interval. Figure 3(a) illustrates the display format
used for this spacing technique. The spaolnq reference mark, referred to as the
spacing command bat, was a perpendicular line drawn through _m dealred point on the
path of the lead aircraft where the pilot's aircraft should be located. _o the side
of this line were numbers representing the previous altitude and ground speed of the
lead aircraft at that point on the approach path. The time predictor vector extend-
Ing from the own-alrcraft symbol was retained as an a_d in horizontal path following.
RESULTS AND DZSCUSSZON
A total of 84 simulated approaches were flown by the 4 teat subjects in thls
study. Of these approaches, 20 were practice runs, 59 were good data runs, and
§ runs were lost because of various problems encountered which were not related to
the CDTI or to the piloting task. Table I shows the matrix of test conditlona, with
the 59 runs which were used in the data analysis indicated.
The results obtained from this study are divided into two basic categories,
namely, the tracking performance achieved by the test subjects throughout the
approach and the accuracy with which the aircraft was delivered to the runway thresh-
old by use of the CDTI self-spacing techniques. The discussion of these results
considers the performance achieved by the test subjects in conducting the in-trall
following task, the comparison of the two spacing technlques_ the pilot opinions of
the CDTI display formats, and the implications on pilot workload. The part-task
nature of the simulation precludes any detailed analysis of full-misslon operational
factors or effects on ground-based ATC resulting from the CDTI self-spaclng task.
Tracking Performance
Analysis of the tracking performance achieved by the test subjects required an
accurate measure of both longitudinal spacing between aircraft and the lateral
deviation of the pilot's aircraft from the desired horizontal path. Since the test
subjects had been instructed to follow the horizontal ground track of the lead
aircraft, lateral deviation is defined as the shortest distance between the pilot's
aircraft and the trailing path of the lead aircraft. The distance (projected in the
horizontal plane) along the trailing path from the location of the lead aircraft to
the point on the path nearest to the pilot's aircraft is defined as the longitudinal
spacing. The spacing numbers used in the dat_ analysis thus represent a projected
spacing along a defined path rather that the stralght-line distance between the
aircraft. Defining spacing in this manner provides a more representative measure of
spacing performance for path-followlng situations and facilitates analysis of
multiple approaches along the same described path,
The tlme-based spacing techniques used in this study provlde_ the pilot with a
single spacing cue throughout the entire approach. This cue was a graphical indica-
tion of the spacing situation presented on the CDTI. Figure 8 illustrates the actual
spacing, desired spacing, and spacing error for the constant-tlme-predictor and
constant-tlme-delay spacing techniques. As noted previously, these dlstances are
measured along the horizontal ground track of the lead aircraft.
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statistloal analymls was performed on the spaulnq error and latsral traakinq
error data from all the runs in order to compare the performance aahiavad using the
two spacing tschniqueA. For this analyltae each approach profile was divided into
thre, segments aorrespandinq to the type of lateral navigation qui4ance providmd the
test aub_aots during that seq_nt. _leme seqt,mnta are desorlbed as followa:
_egment 1 - _xtends from entry corner post to the point on the approach where
the initial turn i_ encountered. Tateral guidance is provided by the trailing
path ot the lead aircraft plus the straight-line radial drawn on the CDTZ map.
Segment 2 - _tends from the initial turn until roll-out onto final approach.
Lateral guidance le provided solely by the trailing path of the lead aircraft,
8egme:_t 3 - Extends from the end of segment 2 until the lead aircraft crosses
the runway threshold. Lateral quidance is provided by instrument landing
system (ILS) localiser indications on the flight director.
example Of the throe segments of the approach from the BY80_ corner post is shown
in figure 9,
Position and velocity data for both the pllot|s aircraft and the lead aircraft
were recorded at l-see intervals throughout each approach, Tflese data were then
processed to provide average and root-mean-square (rms) values for the spacing and
lateral tracking errors during each of the three segments of each approachQ For a
given spacing technique (constant time predictor (CTP) or constant time delay (CTD)),
the values of average and rms spacing and lateral tracking errors obtained from the
same segment of all the approaches were assumed to follow approximate normal dlstrl-
butions when pooled together. This allowed calculation of mean and standard devia-
tion values which were used for statistical t-test comparisons of the two epaclng
techniques. (See ref. 6 for statistical methods used.)
Figure 10 presents the confidence intervals calculated for the mean of the aver-
age spacing errors and for the mean of the rms spacing errors during each of the
three approach segments. The intervals were calculated at the 95-percent confidence
level using the equations for a standard t-dlstrlbution with sample sizes of 32 for
the constant-time-predlctor data and 27 for the conetant-ti_-delay data.
The average spacing errors for the two spacing techniques, presented in fig-
ure 10(a), are essentially the same with overlapping confidence Intervals centered
roughly at 0.1 n.ml. positive error. _te results of a t-test on the average spacing
data revealed no significant difference between the means of the average spacing
errors for the two epaclng techniques (table II), The positive values of the average
spacing errors indicate an average spacing greater then the desired spacing for both
the criteria. This result agrees with data obtained from previous self-spaclnq stud-
ies (refs, 3 and 4) showing a pilot tendency to hold a spaolng Interval which is
slightly greater than commanded.
The rms spsclng error values for the two spacing techniques, presented in fig-
ure IO(b), are noticeably different. The 95-percent confidence intervals for the
means of the rms values for the two spacing techniques do not overlap during seg-
ments I and 3 end only slightly overlap during segment 2 of the approach. The
results of a t-test on the rm8 spaclng error clearly indicate a significant differ-
ence between the mean values of the rms spacing errors for the two spacing techniques
during ell three segments (table II). Constsnt-tlme-delay spacing results in lower
8
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rmN values of spa_dllg _rror, indicating more aoourat_ ipa_im.I I)_rformance aohimvmd
a_ilTq thin te¢:I.liqll-,
_te oonfJ¢lellOe llltecv_ls nahnllatnd for tile I_aU Of tile average l_tmral tracking
ern.', and the meau of the rm_ lateral trackill_l errorM durinq tile three approach
seqmnut_ are iireaented tll figure 11. (_lUe agatllw tim intervals _rm oaleulated at.
tile 9_-percel*t COl,fidell_.e level ll* tile aame manllmr as tllB mpaoillq error eOllfidmno_
nferva _-Se
Table TTI pres_zlts tile remtlts of t-teats of the lateral tracking error data fox"
the two Sl*aeillg t_el:hniques. No significant differences batweea the two tschniquea
are iudtt'ated ill either average lateral tracking error or rmm lateral tracking error.
The rma lateral tracking error duri,g ilegment 2 has the largest t-value. Pig-
ure 11(b) alxo indicates a larger confidence interval for t_te mean of tile rms lateral
tracking error for the Cn_) teehntqt_e ill that segment. These results suggest a _ssi-
ble difference in lateral traeklng accuracy durtug segment 21 forever, tile data from
this study do not indicate ally sigalfteant dlffer_nces.
Pilot comments a,d rati.lgs of tile display formats ware obtained following each
simulated aPl_roaeh. _te i_I lots were asked to rate the suitability of the display
fo_l_lt for l_erforultng the path-following mud self-spacing task_: using tile rating
st;ale given ill appe_Idlx A. A rating of 3 or le_s indicated tile display format wee
satisfactory, with a rating of 1 being the most desirable° A rating of 4 h_ 6 indi=
mated tilt:display was still acceptable, although modlfldatlon, would be required to
make it satisfactory. A rating of 7 or greater indicated major shortcomings result-
ing h* a totally anaecel_tahle display.
The results of tile pilot ratings of display suitability for the self-spacing and
path-followl]*g aspects of the trackiug task are presented in figures 12 end I_. _le
constant-time-delay format received better overall ratings for the self-spacing task_
with the constant-time-l._redictor format having a slitlht edge for the path-followiug
task. I_th display format_ received acceptable ratings; however, a large pert:millage
of the ratings indicate some unsatlsfaetory aspects of tile displays. Pilot comments
Slit|responses to the q,testionnaire given ill appendix A were obtained to determine
reasons heh_ttd the sebjeetlve ratings.
A major objection raised by two of the test subjects was the lack of _lidanee
information present ill tile display. _tey wouhl have preferred a spacing c.ue that
told them what to do (e.g., slow down or speed up) rather thall merely what tile spa_-
lug error was. _*e roe,tent-time-predictor format was cited as especially needing
this type of guidanc, e sillce changes in tile pilot's gro%*n,_ speed directly affected tile
displayed spacing error_ slid |)roper spacilnl strategy was not always obvious. _le
other two test subjects liked tile sitl,atlonal preset,ration of tile spaeillg ouesl how-
ever, they agreed tile workload involved w_th that ty}m of dlsl_lay WaS high when cou-
pled with the Ii_tnoal flight-control task.
Minor objections to the displays involved _.lutter and tile excessive time
reqeired to extract the desire.] lllformal'io, from the display. Color coding of the
s_mbology was cif.ed as a meth_ to improve tile display and to enhance readability.
q%e discrete ulMate of traffic l_ositlons at 4-see intervals was cited as a prime
factor ill the excessive dwell time required to extract spacing information from the
dlsI*lay. _*is problem was especially noticeable because the display was located in
the weather radar }x_sition and thus outside the pilot's primary scan. A faster
ui_late interval for the traffic was s*tggested as e method to lower the CDT_ dwell
time regu_rem(,_*tSo PtIot comments ft*rther _ndieated that tile constant-time-delay
g ,!
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f_t focused thsir attention _n their _n-airoraft symbol and rmduued the amount of
prsdintlvs path information ohtalned from the display,
At thla p_Int it mhould hm notmd that many of the pilaf oh_mctlona were related
to the manual control system of the simulator, The primary abjection wma to the
highly sansitivs nattlra of thm control mystsm, which requlrad a very mlno_ control
inject to produce a raspnnsm, Althou(_ the high ssnmitlvityof thls system had bean
somewhat of a problem £n previous studios, tha addad workload resulting from tha
characteristics of this control systam was conslderad a positiva factor In those
studies hscauNe it oompanmatad for reduced workload stammlng from the part-ta*k
nature of the simulation, xn the current study, the approach task was more compli-
cated than in the previous self-spacing studios, and the nens£tIvIty in the simulator
control system presented the pilot with a very high workload. At the conclusion of
the study, pilot comments were solicited concerning the effect of the control system
on their performance. These comments Indicated that the overall pilotinq workload
did not preclude assessment of the display formats or of the self-spacing task,
There was some concern about the absolute spacing and tracking performance achieved
being worse than would be the case under two-crew-member operations with a good air-
plane control system, All the test sub,eats stressed the need to evaluate CDT% self-
spacing under more realistic conditions.
Delivery Accuracy
The delivery accuracy achieved using the self-spacing techniques was measured In
term of the time interval between the lead aircraft crossing the runway threshold
end the trailing aircraft arriving at the runway threshold. This time interval,
referred to aS interarrivel time (IAT), is frequently used as a parameter in defining
arrival capacity for a particular runway. _ore specifically, the less the ZAT varies
from the mean IAT, the shorter the mean IAT can be for an equivalent level of safety.
Figure 14 illustrates this effect of XAT dispersion on runway arrival capacity. As
shown, for a given minimum allowable ZAT, the mean ZAT of a distribution r= times
with a low dispersion can be less than the mean of a distribution with a higher dis-
persion. Since a shorter mean ZAT results in an increase in arrival capacity, it is
deelrsble to minimize the dlsperelon of Z_T (ref. 7}.
The self-spacing techniques evaluated In this study provided the pilots with
tlme-based spacing cues. The time constant associated with the spacing cues Is
dlrectly related to the desired XAT between the lead aircraft and the pllot*s air-
craft. The tlme-delay interval of the constant-tlme-delay spacing technique (80 see i:
in this study) is equal to the desired mean IAT, assuming both aircraft fly the same
final approach speed. Aircraft with different approach speeds would need to adjust
the tlme-delay spacing interval in order to achieve a consistent mean ZAT. The lead
and the trailing aircraft in this et_y flew the same final approach speed, thus
simplifying the analysis of delivery accuracy for the constant-tlme-delay spacing
runs. For the constant-tlme-predlctc:r spacing technique_ the time constant is also
equal to the IAT, assuming the aircraft maintains its final speed after the lead r
aircraft crosses the threshold. Therefore, the desired IAT for all approaches in
thls Study is equal to the tlme constanu of 80 sac used for both salf-epaclng
techniques,
Histograms of the actual IAT's obtelne_ frum the elmulatmd approaches arm pre-
sented in figure 15, The distribution of times from the constant-tlme-delay spaclnq
runs exhibit a mean IAT of approximately 1 seo greater than the desired time of
80 eec, with a standard deviation of 8 sec. The constant-tlme-predlctor distribution
10
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has a shift of nearly 11 Mac in mean ZA_ with m standard deviation of approximatmly
? amc, Apylylng a two-tailed t-t_st to the ZA_ dlatrihutlons reveals a statlatic_lly
ai_niflaant diffmranom hstween tilemean ZAT*a of the two Npacing taohnlquas, Poollng
the standard d_viatlona of the two distributions raaultm in a t-value of 5.208 oom-
parmd with a tsbla value of 2.665 for tha two-tailed t-test at a alqnifieance of
I parcent. Thls shift in the mean %AT for the constant-tlmo-predlctor apaolnq teeh-
nlqu, prompted a closer evaluation of the two apaolng taahnlquem.
8_ed profiles and the _eaultmlt spacing! time histories for ideal followino o_
the same lead aircraft using ',oth oonat_nt-time-dalay and eonstant-time-,.redtoto_
el)acing techniques we_e calculated for each of the eight lead aircraft profiles.
Appendix B describes the equations used for calculating thesu ideal profiles. Fig-
uro 16 presents an example of the sp_ed-profile and spacing time histories for ideal
following of a typical lead aircraft for both spsulnq techniques. The ideal constant-
tlme-delay speed profile is identical to the profile of the lead aircraft with a
shift in time equal to the spaclno time constant (80 sec in this case), _ne ideal
eonstant-time-p_.edictor speed profile, on the o_her hand, is characterised by early
dece%eratlon with relatively smooth and shallow deceleration rates, As a result,
when the lead aircraft crosses _e runway threshold, the trailing aircraft, following
the speed profile for ideal constant-time-predictor spacing, is at a higher speed lnd
has a greater spacing interval than would be the case wtth the constant-time-delay
spacing. The aircraft using constant-time-predictor spacing must continue to the
runway threshold at this final value of ground speed in order to arrive at the
desired IAT. Since the aircraft is constrained to a specified landing speed, __ mast
, depart from the ideal profile and decelerate to landing approach speed. '_le result-
Ing increase in time is a problem which is inherent to operational u_e of _he
constant-tlme-predictor spacing technique,
Operationally required ideal speed profiles were calculated for constant-tlme-
predictor following of the eight lead aircraft profiles used in this study, These
i "ideal" profiles were identical to the profilet_ calculated with the equations inapp ndix B up to the t m when the lead aircraft crossed the runway thresh ld, At
this point, the aircraft were assumed to make a nominal I knot/see deceleration to
final approach speed, From these profiles, "operationally ideal" rAT's were calcu-
lated. The table below gives these IATOs for both the constant-tlme-predictor and
the constant-time-delay spacing techniques for the eight lead aircraft profiles,
Operationally ideal XAT, aec, for -
Lead aILcraft
Constant-time-delay technique Constant-time-predlctor technique
1 80,0 85.7
2 92,1
3 91.7
4 87.5
5 87,0
6 87,6
? 90.5
_ 86,4
11 i
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The inherent increase in IAT with con0tant-time-predictor epaoing ie clearly
evident in this table, The IAT data presented in Elqure 14 were reanalyxed in terms
of theee opere_iun&lly ideal times, _ ZA_ errorw defined as aatual ZA? [_Lnue ideal
I_?p wee calculated for each apprOACh. Thmae error values a_e p_ottad in histogram
form in figure 17 for both spacing techniques. The large shift in mean IAT, present
in the conetant-tlme-pradlotor date in figure 15, hen bmen almost entirely ellml-
noted. Both constent-tlma-prediotor and conetant-tlma-_eley techniques exhibit •
sllght ehlft in mean IA9 error, with oonetent-tlma-prediotor mean er_o_ being approx-
Imataly 1,5 sac greeter than the constant-tlme-delay mean error. Tho _oled standard :,
devietlon for _he two ZAT-error distributions is ?.6 mac. The t-value from the two-
i tailed t-tent for these ZA_..error distributions is 0.80, which indicates no elgnlfl-
cant dlfferenoe in mean IAT's between the two distributions. These results indicate
the inherent increase in IAT present in the constant-time-predictor spacing technique
is r sponsible for the bulk of the mean IAT shift noted in figure 15.
The dispersions in arrival time errors shown in figure 17 indicate a slightly
lower standard deviation for the constant-time-predictor technique. This result
appears to he contradictory to the results presented in the "Tracking Performance"
data enelysls section. That analysis revealed a statlstlcally significant advantage
in spacing accuracy using the constant-tlme-deley technique (fig. 11(b) end
table I_). The reason for thl8 apparent contradlctlon is the manner in which spacing
error was defined in the upaclng performance analysis. In figure 8, the spacing
error values were referenced to the displayed spacing cues. The spacing error for
the constant-time-delay technique represents the actual error in dlstence from the
ideal spacing location. For the constant-tlme-predlctor technique, the dlsplayed
spacing error represents the actua: error in distance from the ideal upaclng location
only if the treillng alrcEaft is at the speed for ideal following as defined by
equation (5) in eppendlx B. Therefore, any variations in speed from the speed
profile for ideal following would result in variations of displayed spacing error
which do not represent errors from the ideal spaclng location, Since the dleperelons
in IAT errors shown in figure 17 indicate actual epaclng errors from ideal spacing,
it would be inappropriate to compare these results with the displayed speclng error
results for the constant-time-predictor spacing technique. In addition, the comparl-
son of spacing performance for the two spacing techniques presented in figure 11 end
table IZ is applicable only to displayed spacing performance and dcee not represent a
comparison of spacing performance in terms of actual spacing errors as represented by
! delivery accuracy. Such a comparison can be made by defining ideal spaclng error as
the difference between actual spacing location end the desired spacing location
reeultlng from ideal following.
An analysis of the spacing performance referenced to ideal spacing was performed
in the same manner as the analysis of dlspleyed spacing performance presented in the
"Tracking Performance" section, Figure 18 shows the 95-percent confidence intervals
calculated for the means of the average ideal spacing errors and of the r_s ideal
spacing errors during each of the three approach segments. The t-values for the
t-tqst between the two spacing techniques are given in table IV. The results of this
analysis reveal no significant differences in spacing performance between the two
specln_ techniques when the spacing error is referenced to the ideal spacing profile.
Therefore, although there is a significant difference in the dleplayed spacing
accuracy achieved using the two spacing techniques, there appears to be no slgnlfl-
cant difference in actual delivery accuracy achieved using either the ccnetent-tlme-
predictor cr the constant-time-delay spacing.
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CONCLUSIONS
h piloted aimulation wam conducted to avaluate two tiN-band m_lf-spacing tech-
niquas usin_ a cockpit display of traffic informtimn (CDTX) during approach to land-
ing in a tmrminal area vectoring environment, Tha following conclualonm arm baaed on
the rnulta ot this atudy_
I, The information provided by the _TX proved to be adequate for the test sub-
jects to follow the approach path of a pracadlng aircraft in a hlgh-dmnalty tarm|nal
area without the aaslatance of ground air traffic control.
2. Pilot comments indicated that the 4-see update interval of the traffic loca-
tions on the CDTZ, coupled with the location of the display out of the pilot's
primary scan, resulted in an increase in dwell time on the CDTI which would not be
neceoea:y if the traffic were updated at a faster rate. Further comments suggested
that an autopilot and/or additional spacing guidance information are desirable to
lower the overall workload associated with the approach and self-spacing tasks.
3. _e spacing cue implemented for the constant-time-delay spacing technique was
found to produce a significantly lower dispersion in displayed spacing error. Actual
spacing accuracy, measured in terms of deviations from ideal spacing, was not signif-
icantly different for the two spacing techniques. The pooled standard deviation of
interarrival times at the runway threshold for the two spacing techniques was
7.6 sac,
4. The mean interarrlval time achieved at the runway threshold using the
constant-time-delay spacing technique was 80.9 see with a standard deviation of
8.0 sac. The ideal Interarrival time was 80.0 smc.
5. The constsnt-time-predlctor spacing technique, as implemented, produced an
inherent slow down in the overall speed profile of the trailing aircraft. The result
Was a mean Interarrlval time of 91.0 aec with a standard deviation of 6.9 sac. The
desired Intararrlval time was 80.0 sac.
Langley Research Center
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Hampton, VA 23665
February 25, 1983
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iAPPENDIX A
PILOT INSTRUCTIONN AND QUEBTIONNAIR_
Pilot Inetruntionm
You arn flying a twin-engine Jet tcansport (B-737) on an IFR approach into
Denver Stapleton Airport, Your task is to utilise a CDTZ mounted in the weather
radar Ioeetion to follow end maintain sepsratlon on a precsding aircraft while manu-
ally coutrollinq your own aircraft, rR_ealroraft you are following is being dlrec_d
by altitude, spend, and vectoring Inntructlona from /tit TTafflc Control in a manner
representative of current Denver epproeoh procedures. ATC will monitor your ap},roach
end provide you witlt altitude clearance as necessary.
Initlal Conditions
i Your alrcreft is trimmed in an Idle thrust descent orosslng into Denver TRACON
alrs|_ce at one of the four corner-post looetlone, You have bonn cleared to descend
i and maintain 11 O00 ft altitude while following and maintaining _ eeparatlon of
80 sec (time predictor or time delay) on the alroraft precedlnq you.
Specific Ground Rules
I, Your primary task is to follow the path of the preceding aircraft while main-
talninq a specified separation on that aircraft, Path deviations to adjust
spacing are not permitted unless required to prevent e hazardous situation,
2. A test engineer will serve as your copilot during this study. RiD functions
will be limited to the manual task6 of operating the flaps and gear at your
rectue_t and informing you of ATC instructions, both to you and the aircraft
you are following, 1_ will not assist you in monitoring the CDTI or flight
Illstrtlment_.
3. Landing gear _tlld flap alrsp_ed limitations should be strictly observed,
4. _very effort should be made to fly the aircraft in a manner which you feel
would he acceptable for airline oper_tlons.
Pilot _Ratin_ Scale
tlse the following scale to rate the snltahillty of the display format for the
path-following end self-spaclng tasks following e,_h elmulsti_n run.
:_ Nume rica 1
Category Description
rating
Satisfactory Rxcellent 1
_-- C_otl, negllglhle deflcleneles 2
_ i Pair, mt ld deflclene.len 3
............... 1983013925-TSB03
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eata,,inr_ Deuorip_lun Numerical
rating
Utlmattmfaetory Minor daficlanclasw moderate pLlot cornea- 4
lion _equlrad
Moderate daflcianclam, teem|datable pilot
com|tensation reqltired i
? Vary objectionable daflolancies, extanmlve 6
" pilot compensatlon requlrad
tlnaocaptable Major deficiencies, required Informatlon is 7
tOO difficult to extract
Major defleiancles, required information is 8
not provided
Major deficiencies, dieplayad information la 9
misleading
llazardoum MaJOr defiolenclea, dlmplayad information 10
will result in a hazardous situation
Pilot _leRtionnalra
DiaL)lay _uestlons
I. Did the trail of past l_sltion dots left by the alrcraft you were following
provide you with adequate information to at'.calratalyfollow the }_th of that
aircraft?
2. Comment on the short_omlnqs of the display for the path-folltwlntj tamk and
Improvemeqts you feel would be beneficial.
_. Did the time predictor apmcintj criteria provide you with adequate information
to at',euratalyaelf-sL_e on tile target aircraft? Comment.
4. Did the time delay spacing crltarla provide you with adequate information to
accurately salf-mpace on tile tart.letaircraft? Comment,
5, Do yOU feel a display such as this would ha acceptable for operational aelf-
Sl_aclng and following ill a tarmlnal-area environment? Rlal)orata,
Piloting _ek and _orkload Questions
I. What effect dld the location of tileCDTI bav_ ell your ability to carry out
tilepilotlng task?
2. I_ you think the workload asmociated with flying a manual approach in this
slmllatnr was rapreaantati_ of that associated with flying a B-737 on an
IL.q approach into e terminal area such as l_nvor? If not, explain the
difference,
iS
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_, Did the fixed-base (i.e., no motion ouea) nature of the aimuletor adversely
affsot your pe_formanoe? _xplaln.
4, Do you think an operational autopilote euah am the one available on the
B-737_ would have made a signifiaant differenoe in your performenoe?
_xplain.
5. What suggestions do you have for Improvlnq future dlnplay studies utilizlnq •
simulator suoh as the one used in this £tudy_
16 i, .... i
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The self-spaclng task in this study involved malntalning a specified tlme-based
spacing interval behind a preceding aircraft. For • given lead aircraft speed pro-
file there lea corresponding unique speed profile for the trailing aircraft which
allows maintenance of the desired spacing time interval throughout the entire
approach. The purpose of this appendix is to present the basic equations which were
used with the constant-time-predictor and the constant-time-delay spacing techniques
to calculate the speed profl3.es for ideal followi_g of the eight lead aircraft used
in this study.
Constant Time Predictor
The desired spacing interval for the constant-time-predictor spacing technique
at any point along the approach is equal to the distance the aircraft would travel at
its current ground speed for the time interval specified by the spacing time constant.
The actual spacing interval is equal to the horizontal distance between the two air-
craft along the common ground track they are following. These spacing intervals can
be written mathematically as functions of time as follows:
Sd(t ) . TC Vo(t ) (1)
Sa(t ) = rt(t ) - ro(t ) (2)
where
Sd(t) desired spacing interval
Tc spacing time constant
Vo(t ) ground speed of pilot's aircraft
Sa(t) actual spacing interval
rt(t ) ground range of target aircraft from common reference point
ro(t ) ground range of pilot's aircraft from common reference point
Ideal spacing is achieved when the actual spacing interval is equal to the
desired spacing interval, As follows:
- (3)
i- Sd(t) - Sa(t)
17
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_ To Vo(t) " rt(t) " to(t) (4)
i
! Dlffarentiatin_ equation (4) and arranging term yields
dVo(t)
t T+_ v°(t) "'_c vt(t) (5)
where
_' Vo(t) "°--'S'----dt
!"
drt(t)
vt(t) " dt
Equation (5) is now a linear first-order differential equation which can be
solved for Vo(t), Since the speed profiles of the target aircraft are known, time
histories of Vo(t) can be generated through a simple numerical solution of
equation (5).
This technique was used to generate a unique speed profile for ideal constant-
time-predictor following of each target aircraft used in this study. Once the target
aircraft crossed the runway threshold, the pilotes aircraft continued at its final
value of ground speed until it reached the runway threshold.
Constant Time Delay
Speed profiles for ideal constant-time-delay following are much simpler to
obtain. The desired spacing interval is solely a function of the approach profile of
the target aircraft. The separation equations for thle case are given by
Sd(t ) . rt(t ) . rt(t.TD) (6)
and
Sa(t ) . rt(t ) - ro(t ) (7)
where TD is the spacing time constant. Setting actual spacing equal to desired
spacing yields
Sd(t ) . Sa(t ) (8)
18
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and
rt(t) " rt(t'Tll) " rt(t) " r°(t) ORIC]N_L PA_ _
OF POOR QUALITY
Therefore,
re(t) " rt(t'_ D) (9)
Dif fermltlatl.g yields
vo(t) " Vt(t-%) (10)
•he aimed profile for ideal eonatant-time-dela¥ spacing desQribed by equa-
tion (I0) is eeen to be simlily tile apeed profile of tile tar_let aircraft shifted in
time by the spacing time Cottatant, Ideal 8]_ed profilea for coherent-time-delay
followi_Ig of e.ch of the target _iroraft tt_ thie atudy were determined ia thla
Ini_liller •
19
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TABLE IZ,- t-VALUES FOR SPACZ_G PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
CTP spacing CTD spacing
a
Approach .... t-value
segment Mean Standard Yean Standard
devi_tlon deviation
Average spacing error_ n,mi.
1 0,082 0,200 0,079 0.108 0,0?3
2 .158 .337 .117 .243 ,541
3 .152 ,295 ,114 .206 ,580
rms spacing error_ n.mt,
I 0,280 0.134 0.164 0.083 b4,060
2 .424 ,218 .303 .190 C2.278
3 ,356 ,175 ,237 ,119 b3,092
aAssumes unequal population variances (ref, 6).
bzndlcstes l-percent significance level.
Clndicatas 5-percent siqnificance level. I
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TAIILR IX_," t-VALII_ PDR LAT_RAT_ TRACK_N_I
P_,RFORMANC_COMPAR11:FION
) CTP mpacing aTD epacing
Approach ..... t.value a
segment Mean fltandard Mean Standard
deviation devlatlon
Average lateral tracking error, n,mi.
1 0,002 0,091 0,011 0,091 "0,3?8
2 -.030 .080 -.03? ,079 ,337
3 ,005 .02? .002 ,011 ,575
rms lateral tracking error, n,mi,
I 0.105 0.051 0.103 0,051 0.150
2 .152 .050 ,186 .110 "1.482
3 ,016 .037 .013 ,017 ,410
aAssumes unequal population variancps (ref. 6).
i
I TABLE IV." t-VALUES FOR ZDEAL SPACING PERFORMANCE COMPARISON
CTP spacing CTD apaclng
a
Approach t-va lue
segment Mean Standard Mean Standard
deviation deviation
Average spacing error_ b n.ml,
1 0.036 ! 0.105 0,079 0,108 -1.543
2 .I02 .252 .117 ,243 ".232
3 .115 .277 .114 .206 .016
rms spacing error, b n.ml.
I 0.123 0.079 0.164 0,083 -1.932
2 .264 .169 ,303 ,190 ",826
3 .249 .174 .237 .119 ,313
L ;
aAssumes unequal population variances (ref. 6).
bReferenced to ideal profile,
22
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(b) Constant-time-predictor spacing,
Figure 3.- CDTI formats _or the spacing techniques.
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Figure 4.- _rafftc eymbology for information provided to pilot.
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average and rms displayed spacing error with 95-percent
confidence Intervals.
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(b) Constant time delay,
Figure 12,- Pilot rating of dlsplay suitability for sel_-spaclng task,
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(b) Constant time delay,
Figure 13.- Pilot rating of display suitability for path-following task,
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Figure 14.- lllustration of effect on mean IAT resulting from lower IAT dispersion,
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Figure 15o- Histograms of InterarrIval times achieved using constant-
time-predictor end constant-time-delay spacing techniques,
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Figure 16.- Examples of ideal speed and spacing time histories
for constant-tlme-delay and constant-tlme-predictor spacing
techniques for following same lead aircraft.
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(b) Constent-time-dolay technique! Mean - 0.9 Bee!
Standard deviation i 860 eec.
Figure 17.- Histograms of interarrlvel-time error for conetant-
tlme-predictor and constant-time-delay spacing technique,
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Figure 18,- Ideal spacing performance represented by mean values
for average and rms errors from ideal spacing wl,th 95-percent
confidence Intervals.
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